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Art at the Top



Sirious Namazi 
Periphery lll (2012) 
Technique: Metal

A balcony can be seen as a place located between the private and the 
public spheres. A place where one can view the world as well as let 
oneself be exposed to the world. The balcony played an important 
part in raising the standard of living during the “Million Program” 
housing construction project. This was also the very goal of said 
program.The balcony also served as compensation for the lack of 
a personal garden and thus provided the residents with their own 
private outdoor space.   
Periphery III is such a balcony. For the foreigners that populate the 
houses of the “Million Program” the balcony can be seen as a link to 
their respective homeland. The home satellites transmit sounds and 
images from the various cultures people left behinds. Some comfort and structure are created via 
the home satellite – easing the feel of rootlessness shared among foreigners. In essence the balcony 
becomes an emotional meeting point for the inner and outer as well as the old and new. 
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Lars Vilks
The Garden of the Hesperidia (2006) 
Technique: Natural rock

King Eurystenes had given Hercules the task of performing twelve 
great deeds. The eleventh was to fetch the miraculous apples 
that would give eternal youth from the garden of the Hesperidia. 
After much searching and many hardships Hercules succeeded in 
finding the garden. He killed the horrible hundred-headed dragon 
Ladon that was on guard and then he returned to his king with 
the apples. Although badly tempted the king gave up eternal 
youth and returned the apples to the Garden of the Hesperidia, 
the only place where the apples of eternal youth can be kept. 
After thorough research Lars Vilks found that the Garden of the 
Hesperidia should have been at Kvarntorp and as a consequence 
he has recreated the most important part of the legendary 
garden.
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Kent Karlsson
Absit Omen (2003) 
Technique: Welded stretch metal

The idiom is strong –something that looks like a church has 
“grown up” to become yet another silhouette on the Mount. Kent 
Karlsson´s intention is that if you take a well-known shape and 
place it in an unexpected place, then “something happens.”
“Absit  Omen” is Latin and means, according to the artist himself: 
“may this not be a bad omen.”
Absit Omen gives an impression of lightness and transparency. 
The sculpture´s character changes depending on the direction 
from which it is 
viewed. The more layers of material that you see, the less trans-
parent the sculpture becomes.
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Lars Vilks
Waaaaall (1998) 
Technique: Demolition wood

“The starting point of my work is material that is considered 
worthless, what is left over or 
thrown away. Most often I work with wood…. With this insig-
nificant and exceptionally cheap material I intend to construct 
something that points upward and I count on surprising even 
myself.” Lars Vilks  is best known for his “illegal” art works, Nimis 
and Arx 1 and 2, at Kullaberg in the province of Scania. 
Waaaall usually starts a debate of quality, since many visitors 
consider it to be “junk.” Others, and they are many, believe that 
Waaaall is the greatest art experience of the park. And the debate 
goes on.



7 Eva Löfdahl 
Lucky with the Weather (2001) 
Technique: Light-weight concrete, colored glass

Eva Löfdahl has been inspired by the drastic events when Kvarntorp 
and the oil company were established “overnight.” The Mount 
might be seen as an unfriendly place with severe environmental 
problems. Eva Löfdahl has also been influenced by a volcanic island 
that is a part of Cap Verde. When the volcano is dormant people 
move into houses close by; when the volcano wakes up they move 
away. Viewers might also associate to settlements on the Gaza strip 
or north African villages where unfinished houses appear to be 
deserted but where it soon turns out that people are living. The six 
small houses, built by local material, become a symbol of how man 
can endure a tough environment.

5 Mats Caldeborg
Seven (1999) 
Technique: Galvanized steel and zink

“I have dug up seven figures from an Egyptian grave. Now they 
sit here on the edge of perhaps the greatest industrial museum 
in Sweden contemplating all these days. This oblivion, all this 
time….” Mats Caldeborg humbly interprets the different lan- 
guages of nature. He associates to myth and magic as if he were 
in the know, with a sensitivity and tenderness that affect us. What 
happens is whatever takes place in the head of the seven figures, 
whatever influences their minds. We are relegated to the border-
land between fantasy and reality.

6 Peter Johansson 
Without Title (popularly called ”Johansson”) (2006) 
Technique: Steel construction

Nobody can have missed seeing it on TV, the “Hollywood” sign 
erected on Mount Lee in 1923. It is a powerful brand name. Inspi-
red by the Hollywood sign, Peter Johansson thought that Kumla´s 
city mount should have its own sign. This work of art has had a 
great impact on media and has provoked much debate. 
Since Johansson is the most common surname in Sweden, the 
293,696 persons named Johansson are quite satisfied with it.
Peter Johansson often does what is forbidden, for instance, to 
call attention to himself. At Kvarntorp he has placed his own name on top of Sweden´s greatest 
industrial museum and war memorial. To sign an ash heap and to call it art is certain to provoke 
reactions. To put your name on a piece of land is akin to claiming land and displaying ownership. 
Our environment is becoming ever more colonized, or occupied, by advertisements, brand names 
and messages. Sometimes we cannot see the landscape for all the names and logos. The right 
design on clothes for example is important to many. The correct brand and the correct name are 
decisive whether you can be seen and counted. If seen you exist.
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10 Ulf Rollof
Breast Bowl (2000) 
Technique: Cast iron

Nature for Ulf Rollof is a living creature that both gives and takes 
life. Life is characterized by the struggle for survival and respect 
for nature´s good and evil powers. “Breast Bowl” alludes to the 
legend of Romulus and Remus, high-born twins, who were placed 
in a trough on the Tiber to perish. The most important part of the 
legend is the she-wolf, wild and threatened herself, who perfor-
med an act of love when saving the twins by nursing them. The 
breast that gives suckle can be seen as a symbol of what is instinct 
in nature, what is natural, original and safe, and it is a question 
of survival as well. The underside of the sculpture is shaped like a 
hanging breast or udder. Breast Bowl is either a trap or a catcher of 
life-giving water.

Eva Marklund  
Synergy  (2008) 
Technique: Painted steel-plates with cut-outs

Synergy is akin to a creature, since there is a bit of mystery to it. 
The work might tickle the viewer´s imagination into seeing different 
things from different angles. This work of art was created exclusi-
vely for the Mount. Eva Marklund wants to convey an atmosphere 
of place. She believes that a face has a fine form, but it is not until 
the viewer stands at a distance that s/he can experience the work 
as a face with shadows and other things that make it come alive. 
When we meet a person the face is what we see first. Then we 
might throw a quick glance at the rest of the person before retur-
ning to the face. Faces are alive –“the eyes are the mirror of the 
soul”. In the case of Synergy the gaze is turned down which makes 
the work even more exciting. Seen up close the work appears to be 
abstract, as you only see a painted white plate with its cut-outs. But 
at a distance…

8 Cecilia Jansson
and Inmates at the Kumla Prison
Yggdrasil  (2015) 
Technique: Metal

Cecilia Jansson has been employed for a number of years to run 
art projects at the Kumla Prison. Together with inmates she has 
worked on art decorations within the prison.
In connection with the prison´s 50th anniversary the Yggdrasil tree 
was created.
According to the Old Norse Edda, Yggdrasil is the world´s largest 
tree under whose branches the gods would meet for daily court 
sessions. Yggdrasil reaches for the sky while its metal construction 
stands firm against any passing storms. This tree, as part of the 
exhibit Art at the Top, is filled with symbols of hope or despair, 
freedom or imprisonment
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Pål Svensson
Lightroom I and II (1998) 
Technique: Cut, brushed and polished gneiss from Halland

“I want my sculptures to portray light, empty space and the 
space between. I contrast the density of the rock with the 
lightness of light, the mass of the stone with the nothingness 
of empty space, the weight of the rock with the airiness of the 
space in between. The sculptures are a cupboard that catches 
the surrounding light. An opening on the stone´s backside 
attracts the light to make its way in. One or several pillars stand 
in the inner space clearly against the light thus concealing the 
opening on the backside at the same time. The space feels 
closed and unreal containing both light and darkness, and we 
look into another world.”
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Arijana Kajfes and Anders Boqvist
Motorheart (2007) 
Technique: Buried motor, gas pump of steel, solar cell on 
pole.
On the ground there is a lone gas pump of stainless steel whose 
counter is slowly ticking on like a pulse. The flow of the pump is 
working by solar energy via a solar cell on a galvanized pole. A 
rubber hose welded to the pump handle at the opening of the 
pipe system connects what is visible above earth with the heart 
below in the shape of a buried red Ford V8 motor from 1932, 
one of motor culture´s most loaded icons, the very symbol of  
the extreme consumption of oil. The symbolism is crystal clear. 
Whatever has had its day is dead; what is dead is buried, what is 
buried must be replaced by something new. The new element is 
solar energy now working the gas pump.

Torgny Larsson 
Concentrator (1998) 
Technique: Stainless steel and platform of pipes

The artist´s intention has been to make a sculpture in the shape 
of a bowl of stainless steel. When entering the bowl you are 
supposed to see only the sky. Heavenly rays are concentrated 
onto the sculpture. You can also experience Concentrator as a 
meditative room that you alone enter with your thoughts. As 
a matter of fact, Concentrator is the only art work in the park 
where entering the work is part of the experience.
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Lenny Clarhäll
Kvarntorp Malangians (1999) 
Teknik: Courtén steel

“Four objects form a family. The Kvarntorp slag heap is tempting 
to imagine as a prehistoric relic. The four malangians reinforce 
an impression of paganism and rites.” Lars Clarhäll encountered 
“malangians” in New York when he saw a kind of large wooden 
sculpture that relatives make whenever a relative dies in the 
city of  Malang on Java. The sculpture is a mark of respect for 
the deceased person and is supposed to reflect his character. 
Lars Clarhäll´s work of art is often characterized by his social 
commitment and his interest in history with music as a source 
of inspiration.

Corinne Ericson
Heptagon (2011) 
Technique: Stainless steel
This art work consists of stainless steel plates joined into a hepta-
gonal room. On the outside the dull surface material reflects the 
surroundings in a soft or almost fluffy way. Facing north the art 
work is open and invites visitors to enter the room. Inside, akin 
to a Russian doll, there is another heptagonal closed room where 
you can walk around. There are words and short sentences on 
the steel plates of this inner room. These words are reminiscent 
of poetry on refrigerator doors, but are firmly cut into the plates. 
Perhaps you are supposed to find your mantra here. The light that 
is filtered through the slits between the plates creates a sacred 
atmosphere in the otherwise narrow space and this reinforces the 
meditative function of the words.
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Olle Medin
The Ark (1999) 
Technique: Made of demolition lumber

The ark is sitting there like a big boat awaiting the Flood. Its 
artistic idiom is powerful. Everyone can understand that it is the 
Ark awaiting its passengers. In the summer the Ark also functions 
as an exhibition hall.
The biblical Ark is described in Genesis 6:13-16:  “And God said 
unto Noah….Make thee an ark of gopher wood; rooms shalt thou 
make in the ark, and shalt pitch it within and with- 
out with pitch….The length of the ark shall be 300 cubits, the 
breadth of it 50 cubits, and the height of it 30 cubits. A window 
shalt thou make to the ark, and in a cubit shalt thou finish it 
above; and the door of the ark shalt thou set in the side  
hereof….”
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19 Ulla Viotti
Energy-Magic (1998) 
Technique: Patterned bricks

Energy-Magic is shaped like an open narrowing tower of bricks. 
There is a slim and tall opening – you can peek into the tower 
but you cannot enter. The bricks that come from the Hallsberg 
brickyard are made of clay from Kumla.
The visitor might be led to believe that the “tower” is an industrial 
museum, a relic from the shale oil period, or that it has a modern 
function.
Ulla Viotti is one of Sweden´s foremost artists using brick, soil and 
peat.

Leif Bolter
Vindla (1998) 
Technique: Stainless steel, aluminium bow and legs of 
courtén steel

Leif Bolter: “Vindla was created for the Mount of Kumla as a 
celebration of the elements, of light, heaven and wind, the vast 
landscape, a gesture of freedom that might bring you tranquillity 
and contemplation.”
Bolter´s art work often aims high while catching the wind. Its title 
“Vindla” implies that the bow of the work of art is bending to the 
wind.
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Ebba Matz
Rill (2001) 
Technique: Stainless steel                                               

Rill is one of a number of sculptures by Ebba Matz in which she 
modestly conveys great 
sculptural powers by small means, a quiet presence and a 
simple form. “It does not matter that it is not so conspicuous – 
those who see it, will see it.”
Her tiny rill runs down the slope instilling hope. It emerges 
from the devastated landscape, creates a well and disappears 
into earth. Nature is beginning to recover here, animals come 
to drink, people move here. In spite of everything there is hope 
for the future.
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Richard Brixel
Power (1998) 
Technique: Cast bronze

Power has an image of cunning, self-righteousness, ruthless-
ness and egoism. Power is comfortably leaning back with 
a hundred percent control of his environment and with 
a view of the World. Power. Sexual organ exposed. Sharp 
elbows. Claws of a bird of prey. Gills. Spurs. Boots. His head 
is protected by a helmet and a visor. His face is not visible so 
there are no eyes to meet. Hands folded. Flower of power. 
Watch. Power.
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Lars Englund 
Stabile (2000) 
Technique: Aluminium profiles

Experiments with complex basic shapes are the very base of 
Englund´s artistry, similar to what you can see in a micros-
cope. With mathematical precision Englund succeeds in 
constructing his experiment by means of simple ribs.
Lars Englund´s works of art are pure constructions, playfully 
conceived geometric sculptures, often made of metal, often 
put together of tiny elements exactly alike that often reach for 
the sky. Sometimes drooping shapes make you think of atoms 
or molecules. Sometimes they twist out into the universe or 
catch the wind thus maybe making it vibrate.

Marc Broos
Where is the Work of Art (2010) 
Technique: The bodies are cast in silicone and hard 
plaster filled with special concrete.
Two figures seated on a bench and a third standing by the 
bench are on the lookout for a work of art which they are 
a part of. Artist Marc Broos from Värmland has involved his 
wife Karin and their artist friend Lars Lerin in finding the work 
that he has buried somewhere on Mount Kvarntorp. Similar 
to Nils Ferlin on his bench in Filipstad the two on the bench 
are awaiting enlightenment rather than actively participating 
in Marc´s search. Perhaps it is not that important to find the 
work of art? Should he have chosen some others to assist him 
in his search?
Perhaps the work of art does not exist except in the eyes of 
the beholder?
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James Bates
Bunker (2002) 
Technique: Brick, iron doors

Some visitors associate directly to deserted military bunkers 
from wars or times of unrest. It might be a bunker from the 
borders between Germany and France or along the Atlantic 
coast. Others associate to cremation ovens in concentration 
camps. Often visitors experience anxiety or uneasiness when 
facing Bunker.
Bunker conveys a strong feeling of abandonment whatever 
thought you might have concerning the meaning of this work 
of art.
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Maria Miesenberger
Standing Motion (2015)
Climbing
Technique: Stainless steel

Maria Miesenberger stands out as one of the leading sculptors of 
our time. Her sculptures are often nakedly metallic. 
The figure at Art at the Top appears to find itself out of our time 
dimension but is still experienced as being so very close. The 
figure is on its way up or down, from or toward us and we are 
unable to catch it in flight. Who is it? Is it a mirror image of our 
own wish to go on? 
The figure cannot be caught either by us or anyone else. We are 
left there firmly rooted in our own time wondering what will be 
our next step...

Claes Hake
Gate (1998) 
Technique: Cut granite from Bohuslän

“I have no intentions, no special message, no political ambitions 
that I try to express through my sculpture. A sculpture is a sculp-
ture, just a sculpture and nothing else. It is like an independent 
creature. Having no need for others, it is good enough on its 
own.”
Gate opens up to the world around and is placed in a union of 
space and nature. This discriminating work of art, which is both 
heavy and slender, was damaged by a severe autumn storm in 
1999.



Karin Ward
The Dance (2001) 
Technique: Laser-cut sheet iron

This piece of art is supposed to give the viewer an illusion of 
dancing. Although cut out of the same sheets of iron the six 
figures were given different characters. As so often in Karin 
Ward´s work of art she is concerned with good and flat 
“creatures.” Their reciprocal placement is important. As the 
visitor approaches by car to turn into the park entrance the   
figures appear to move by dancing movements in relationship 
to the viewer.
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Nils Bertil Malmberg
Room for Travellers (2005) 
Technique: Coarse lumber

When regarding “Room for Travellers” your thoughts might go to 
ancient Greek temples but with a Nordic adaptation. Placed at 
the base of the heavenly staircase, “Room for Travellers” 
becomes a complement to “Absit Omen”, the church-like work 
of art where the staircase ends.
Man has always made trips. All trips have a goal, a station, a 
refuge or a stop. “Room for Travellers” is such a place. You can 
sit down, sum up your trip and plan its continuation. The ultra-
marine blue color beautifully stands out against the dominant 
green, rust red and white colors of the area. Blue symbolizes sky, 
truth, eternity and wisdom in medieval and even later 
ecclesiastical art.

Olle Medin
The Staircase (2005)
Teknik: Pinewood construction
200-m-long, with 427 steps, ”The Staircase” on the north side of 
Mount Kvarntorp,  required 100,000 blows of a hammer. It has 
five terraces for resting seemingly just made for a quiet supper 
on a warm summer night. It started to be used immediately upon 
completion and was taken to heart by many. It is great for keeping 
fit. Some people walk up slowly, rest for a while and look at the 
view. Others bounce up and down on their daily workouts.

Whether the staircase is a work of art might be discussed, but 
indisputably it remains a tour de force to have conceived of the 
very idea and then to actually having built it. Four enthusiasts 
carried out the physical work.
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The Ark - Expositions
 
Open daily 10 am–5 pm, June–August

June 12–19       Handicraft by Kumla handicraft society
June21–July 14 Paintings from Kvarntorp, Walter Holmström
July 15–August 31      Birds on Wire, Ida M Karlsson 

Sculpture at Art of the top 2016
 
Half Girl by Anders Krisár

To be installed at the end of June.

Ulla Viotti
Odin’s Garden 
Technique: Land Art with soil and grass

As a ceramist Ulla Viotti shapes the clay according to 
nature´s own structures. Certain parts give the impression 
of being prehistoric fragments and archeological finds. Seen 
up close her reliefs become huge landscapes. 
At the base of Mount Kvarntorp Ulla Viotti has created her 
10,000-square-meter-large work entitled Odin´s Garden, 
a several-hundred-meter-long work of art made of grass 
and soil inspired by the many local occurrences of trilobite 
and ancient castles. From the top of the Mount you can see 
the shape of the trilobite and all the way to the right the 
ancient castle can be seen.
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History of Kvarntorp

Before....

The history of Kvarntorp can be divided 
into two periods: ”before 1940” and ”af-
ter 1940”. Before 1940 this was virgin ter-
ritory comparable to the idyllic landscape 
portrayed in old films starring Edvard 
Persson, but with a Närke rather than a 
Scanian dialect. After 1940 all hell broke 
loose: Soot, smoke, the smell of sulphur, 
noise, clatter, black holes in the earth, 
and a red steadily growing, smoldering 
ash heap. Trucks loaded with shale ashes 
worked their way along the steep road to 
the top of the ash heap to tip off their loads. 
The black gold as the oil from the always 
burning furnaces was called was pumped 
into large cisterns to be transported by 
rail or gasoline trucks. This was all done 
in order to provide the Swedish military 
authorities with much needed fuel during 
World War II. Kvarntorp had the alum 
shale richest in oil that was also easi- 
est to quarry. The oil had to extracted at 
all costs. The price turned out to be high 
- for people as well as the environment. 

The alum shale of Närke was deposited 
more than 500 million years ago as strata 
of animals and plants were deposited in 
the shallow sea bay which then covered 
a great part of mid-Sweden. The Kvarn-
torp alum shale is found in a 16-meter 
deep layer, often covered by limestone 
and a thin layer of moraine. In addition 
to 6% oil the alum shale also contains 7% 
sulphur, heavy metals, uranium and much 
else.

In 1940 The Swedish Parliament deci-
ded that Sweden should produce oil of 

its own. The Swedish Shale Oil Company, 
created and owned by the state, bought 
five Kvarntorp farms in 1940 and con-
structed a factory plant at a record-brea-
king speed. By 1942 oil production on a 
grand scale had been started, At most, 
some 120,000 cubic meter of oil were ex-
tracted as well as large amounts of bott-
led gas (LPG), steam, sulphur, ammonia, 
uranium, electric power, quicklime and 
slaked lime.

The alum that had lost the greater part of 
its thermal value was called alum coke and 
was used as fuel in the process thus con-
tributing to heating the constantly bur-
ning furnaces. The ashes were dumped 
into a nearby marshy area - the Kvarntorp 
Mount to be. However, what is true is that 
for every cubic meter alum shale fed into 
the furnaces 80-85% were turned into as-
hes. As a result the ash heap grew rapidly 
to become an ever more dominating sil-
houette on the plains of Närke. 



Everything having to do with Kvarn-
torp has been so very big.Th ash heap 
became Sweden´s greatest industrial 
memorial. Even the smell from Kvarn-
torp was the biggest or worst. Eve-
ryone living many miles away in the 
direction of the wind knew what it 
meant when someone said: ”It smells of 
Kvarntorp tonight.” The horrible stench 
was reminiscent of a mix between rotten 
eggs and the discharge from a sulphite 
factory. The bad smell emanated from the 
7% of sulphur in the alum shale that part-
ly was set free when heated. 230 tons of 
sulphur dioxide were emitted each day. 
Plants died. Gutters rusted in no time. Cars 
fared a bit better but nevertheless they 
did rust. Silverware had to be frequently 
polished. Most people resigned to this 
situation. The blasts caused cracks in 
their houses.

Water in their wells was contaminated 
- nobody wanted to drink water with a 
pinched nose. Apples got an oily surface. 
There were constant legal battles going 
on between the company and those who 
complained of damages. In true Klondi-
ke spirit, the company erected an entire 
community of dwellings for some of the 
1,400 employees. For some inscrutable 
reason the village was placed in the pre-
dominant direction of the wind. Those 
who lived and worked at Kvarntorp were 
thus exposed to the smell of Kvarntorp. 

When visiting shops in Örebro, they could 
be identified by this smell. Or identifica-
tion could be established by the coins 
used, i e black coins called ”Kvarntorp 
coins.” At that time Swedish coins still 
contained silver.

But there were bright sides as well. The 
company saw to it that the village was gi-
ven a very high level of service and low 
local taxes. People made good money and 
solidarity prevailed. The company was al-
ways at the forefront of research and em-
ployed skilful engineers who developed 
production methods. However, after fre-
quent subsidies, the state gave up its at-
tempts at creating a domestic oil industry 
in the 1960s. The political situation was 
stable and unlimited amounts of cheap 
oil were available for import. Production 
decreased to cease completely in 1966 - 
Sweden´s greatest adventure in oil pro-
duction had come to an end leaving  a de-
vastated landscape behind. Gigantic black 
opencut mines were gaping wounds. Eve-
rything was oily black and sooty. Above 
all this rose the incessantly smoking red 
ash heap. 

In the same way that we can speak of 
Kvarntorp before and after 1940, there 
is a dividing line at 1965. Nature had by 
then begun to reclaim the landscape.
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and after....

Today there is a beautiful green 18-hole 
golf course surrounding the largest of the 
many slate quarries which today is a lake 
called the North Sea. 

Thanks to nature´s provisions the nume-
rous opencut mines have been filled with 
water providing the plains with several 
”lakes.” Both water and air are regularly 
tested and show acceptable test values. 

Every day people make it to the top, 100 
m above the plains; they are surprised 
by the beautiful view and the interesting 
sculpture park called Art at the Top. The-
re are some 30 sculptures by high-class 
artists. There is also one of Sweden´s lon-
gest wooden staircases built on the north 
side. 

People who return after being away for a 
long time might take a deep breath. But 
that will not help. It no longer ”smells of 

Kvarntorp”, unless you go to the top where 
there are some cracks emitting heat and 
smoke. Then you can still sometimes feel 
the smell of sulphur. It has been like that 
for 50 years now and will be so for an-
other 50, or 100, years. We know when 
Halley´s comet will pass the earth next 
time, but we do not even know during 
which decade that the Mount will finally 
go out. In fact, some limited parts of the 
Mount are very hot. If water, for instance 
after a steady downpour, trickles down 
into the earth where it encounters a hot-
bead, then the water turns into steam and 
rises as white steam. If the smoke is blu-
ish with a somewhat pungent smell, the 
so-called ”shale smell”, then the water has 
encountered sulphurous material. Once 
in a while a crater occurs. A sign of war-
ning is of course when the flora dies wit-
hout any obvious reason. Please respect 
the warning signs posted in hot areas.
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